MOTOR GRADER ROADEO COURSE

FORWARD
REVERSE
CONE
BARREL
BARRICADE
BOWLING BALL
SOFTBALL
GRADE BLOCK
COWBELL

softballs on t-stands
softballs on t-stands
softballs on t-stands
softballs on t-stands
softballs on t-stands

#2 ICE CURB PULL
grade blocks

#3 OFFSET ALLEY
cowbells on metal stands
cowbells on metal stands
cowbells on metal stands
cowbells on metal stands

cowbells on metal stands
cowbells on metal stands

#4 CUL-DE-SAC
cowbells on metal stands
cowbells on metal stands
cowbells on metal stands
cowbells on metal stands

cowbells on metal stands
cowbells on metal stands

#5 SERPENTINE
cowbells on metal stands
cowbells on metal stands
cowbells on metal stands
cowbells on metal stands

cowbells on metal stands
cowbells on metal stands

#6 BALL IN CHUTE
cowbells on metal stands
cowbells on metal stands
cowbells on metal stands
cowbells on metal stands

cowbells on metal stands
cowbells on metal stands

#7 ALLEY DOCK
cowbells on metal stands
cowbells on metal stands
cowbells on metal stands
cowbells on metal stands

cowbells on metal stands
cowbells on metal stands

bowling ball
chute

START
FINISH

softballs on metal collars on half bricks
softballs on metal collars on half bricks
softballs on metal collars on half bricks
softballs on metal collars on half bricks

softballs on metal collars on half bricks
softballs on metal collars on half bricks

400 ft
200 ft